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TODAY’S  QUOTE







STRIDES(Verb) : उन्नति

To walk somewhere quickly with long steps

TWIRLING (Verb): घुमाना

To turn something quickly several times





Combating(Verb) : मुकाबला

Meaning : To fight against something; to try to stop or 

defeat something

Synonyms: Tackle , Bellicose

Antonyms : Compliant , Peaceful

Sentence: He did not take part in any combat during 

his military career.



Protracted(Adj.) : दीघघ

Meaning : Continuing for long time

Synonyms : Prolonged , Lengthy

Antonyms : Curtail , Shorten

Sentence : Protracted things are long and seem like 

they're never going to end.



Purported(Verb) : िथाकतथि

Meaning : To claim that something is true, but without 

proof

Synonyms: Profess , Pretend

Antonyms : Denied , Disavowed

Sentence: The book does not purport to be a true 

history of the period.



Deceitful(Adj.) : धोखेबाज

Meaning : Unworthy of trust or belief

Synonyms: Fraudulent , Hypocritical

Antonyms: Forthright , Authentic

Sentence: He was an unprincipled, deceitful, arrogant 

young man, dangerous to those around him



Coercion(Noun) : ज़बरदस्िी

Meaning : The use of force to persuade someone to do 

something that they are unwilling to do

Synonyms : Oppression , Harassment

Antonyms : Persuasion

Sentence: I refuse to employ coercion, because I 

believe it is wrong to make people do things they don't 

want to by force.



Solemnise(Verb) : तितधपूिघक संपातदि करना 

Meaning : To hold or perform (ceremonies, rites, etc.) 

in due manner

Synonyms : Commemorate , Celebrate

Antonyms : Humiliate , Dishonor

Sentence : He solemnized several; but as they were not 

valid marriages, they have to be put right. 



Allurement(Noun) : आकर्घण

Meaning : The power to entice or attract through 

personal charm

Synonyms: Bait , Inducement

Antonyms: Discouragement , Repulsion

Sentence : The big cities are full of allurements on 

which to spend money.



Goad(Verb) : अंकुश लगाना

Meaning : Encourage someone to react through anger.

Synonyms: Spur , Provoke

Antonyms: Block , Diversion

Sentence: The runner was goaded on by his desire to 

keep up with the others.



Rampant(Adj.) : अतनयंतिि

Meaning : Wild or out of control.

Synonyms: Erect , Pervasive

Antonyms: Controlled , Moderate

Sentence: Rampant corruption brought about the 

downfall of the government. 



Exaggerated(Verb) : बढाकर कहा हुआ

Meaning : Excessively or inappropriately heightened, 

inflated, or overstated.

Synonyms: Hyperbolic , Aggrandized

Antonyms: Compress , Abridge

Sentence: He tends to exaggerate when talking about 

his accomplishments.



WORD POWER



Find Out ?

Rationalise(Verb) : तसद्ध करना

Meaning : To create a reason, explanation, or excuse for 

something

Spur(Noun) : पे्ररणा

Meaning : To encourage an activity or 

development or make it happen faster



Find Out ?

Compliance(Noun) : निीजा तनकलना

Meaning : The act of obeying an order, rule, or 

request

Enthusing(Verb) : उत्साहजनक

Meaning : Talk in excited way about 

something good



Find Out ?

Expedite(Verb) : शीघ्र

Meaning : To cause something to be done or 

progress more quickly

Trajectory(Noun) : गति रेखा

Meaning : Line that object follows through 

the air



Find Out ?

Surpassed(Verb) : अतधक होना

Meaning : To do or be better or more 

than something else

Bolstered(Verb) : सहारा देना

Meaning : To support something, or make 

something stronger



Find Out ?

Anticipation(Noun) : संभािना

Meaning : A feeling of excitement about 

something

Steeper(Adj.) : ढलान

Meaning : (of a slope) rising or falling at 

a sharp angle



Faith and freedom: On combating forcible 

religious conversion



ARTICLE

Freedom of religion is protected only when state keeps away from 

matters of faith, marriage

Protracted litigation in the name of combating forcible religious 

conversion is taking up valuable time of courts. The Supreme Court is 

hearing a purported Public Interest Litigation (PIL) seeking action to 

curb deceitful religious conversion in the country. Not wanting to be 

left behind, the Gujarat government is seeking the removal of a stay on 

a provision in its anti-conversion law that requires prior permission 

from the District Magistrate for any conversion done “directly or 

indirectly”. The Gujarat High Court had correctly stayed Section 5 of 

the Gujarat Freedom of Religion Act, 2003 (amended in 2021 to include 

‘conversion by marriage’), while also staying the operation of other 

provisions that sought to cover inter-faith marriages as instances of 

illegal conversion. The High Court had noted that the prior permission 

requirement would force someone to disclose one’s religious belief or 

any change of faith, contrary to Supreme Court rulings that say 

marriage and faith involve an individual’s choice.



In a strange claim, Gujarat argues that the stay on Section 5 is affecting 

even genuine inter-faith marriages that involve no fraud or coercion, as 

those who usually solemnise such marriages are unable to do so. This is 

based on a claim that the prior permission requirement obviates the need 

to question the genuine nature of the conversion, if any, consequent upon 

an inter-religious marriage.

No one would buy the claim that the provision enables voluntary 

conversion. Freedom of religion is protected only when no questions are 

raised and no suspicion entertained based on the mere fact that an inter-

faith marriage has taken place. Common sense would suggest that forcing 

someone to disclose an intent to change one’s faith violates freedom of 

conscience and the right to privacy. Also, when a separate appeal against 

the High Court’s interim orders staying the provisions is pending before 

the Supreme Court, there was no need for the State government’s petition 

seeking to revive the prior permission requirement as part of the ongoing 

hearing on the PIL against religious conversions.



On the larger issue, the observations of a Supreme Court Bench headed 

by Justice M.R. Shah to the effect that religious conversion through 

“allurement” or charity work is a serious problem indicate an eagerness 

to goad the Government into coming up with anti-conversion measures on 

a national scale. It is questionable whether courts should entertain 

exaggerated allegations of rampant fraudulent conversions across the 

country, instead of leaving it to States to identify the extent of the 

problem, if any, and adopt steps to protect religious freedom and 

communal harmony.
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